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Be warned!
Possible reactions to computer-based sketches, which one are you?

Clients and Stake holders - People in this group typically want to push projects forward as quickly as 
possible. Consequently, the more “finished” the wireframes look, the faster they will expect to see the finished 
product. You can do yourself a disservice by making your wireframes look more complete than they are. To 
quote Kathy Sierra, “How ‘done‛ something looks should match how ‘done‛ something is.”

Brogrammers - Programmers who see traditional wireframes too early in the process may misinterpret their 
functionality as “signed-off.” Often Programmers will code frantic questions like “Did we agree to this? “ and 
my favourite “is this what the business wants” Programming requires meticulous attention to detail, so 
programmers read wireframes with an eagle eye. Consequently, they may expect a level of specification from 
wireframes that isn‛t appropriate in the early stages.

Visual Designers - Designers (me included) make their living (not with crayons) with their visual creativity, 
and sometimes (very rarely) resist anything that could constrain it. Consequently, in situations where designers 
must work with wireframes created by someone else, designers can perceive them as a creative straightjacket, 
or worse, as a threat. A sketchy representation can help reduce friction by removing unnecessary details and 
adding a certain amount of “fuzziness” to the wireframes, thereby giving designers more leeway in interpreting 
the look and feel of the interface.

Users - Users who are asked to comment on traditional wireframes can be intimidated by an overly finished 
look and feel. This is mirrored by a general consensus in the usability industry that the “less done” a demo 
looks, the more comfortable users feel with giving feedback. Where traditional wireframes can elicit comments 
like “I don‛t like the font on those words,” sketchy wireframes are more likely to elicit comments like “I don‛t 
know what those words mean.”
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AP Calendar:
The wonders of the Editorial Calendar

Forward planning, as always, is the key to stream 
linning organisational workflows.  Exposing AP 
Calendar items means we can minimise a lot of 
the stress of figuring out what our customers 
should ‘Follow’, Watch now or Book Now. 

An editorial calendar also helps our customers 
stay focused on the mid to long term goals, and 
provides with regular initiatives.

The Benefits of an Editorial Calendar?

The AP calendar will give our trial customers and 
paid subscribers initiatives some consistency and 
help you break down their production efforts into 
more manageable tasks. 

Trial customers and paid subscribers will also find 
such regularity helpful, as it will give them a 
schedule to work by. They will know to expect a 
alerts (aspirational) regular intervals for example, 
which allows AP Video Hub to increase the 
likelihood of return visits.

Beyond just giving you a clear plan over a set 
period of time, there are many other benefits that 
an editorial calendar can offer production manag-
ers.  

Here are a few of them:

Production managers or assistants within organ-
isations, who are charged with producing online 
content, will appreciate the AP calendar, being 
the primary notification vehicle for Live events 
such as Breaking and scheduled stories and 
upcoming Topics.

By planning far enough ahead, AP Video Hub 
curators can ‘push’ important events or customer 
milestones for related Topics that need promot-
ing.

Setting up initiatives for our customers will require 
gathering various types of related assets, such as 
Archive - increasing cross sell opportunities, 
perhaps AP photos?  Exposing these dependen-
cies for our calendar events to ensure they have 
everything ready to create a rich and engaging 
end user experience!

Tabbed navigation: Live

Allows simple exposure of calendar event types:
    Live
    Topics

Defaults to ‘All’ for every new session, the 
sort/visibility order is ‘Live ’ events  followed by 
Topics in chronological 

1
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Timeline selectors:

Defaults to ‘24hrs’ if content is available, each 
selector will display a count value.
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Live events:

In essence there are 2 formats of ‘Live’ content:
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             NOW
             NEXT

4
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headline driven scanning
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Is all more about imagery, larger video 
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4 Live events:

In essence there are 2 formats of ‘Live’ content:

1 -  Breaking Live events = 4
Charged per minute? The coverage duration 
isn’t defined and may possibly warrant a 
‘Pay As You Go’ pricing model to reflect the 
premium nature.
      
2 - Curated  Live events = 5, 6
2.1 - NOW
2.2 - NEXT
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Full details

Click action will reveal (vertical slide) full story 
details.  
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events 
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Timeline selectors: Booked live events

7 days and 4 Weeks selectors will display addi-
tional day filters.

7 Day selector will default to current day, subse-
quent days will be appended by date format plus  
count value.

4 Weeks selector will default to current week 
(week 1), simple pagination between the subse-
quent weeks can accessed via the coursel control 
arrows. 
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